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Global Civil Society 2012 Ten
Arinma Holdings recently announced its collaboration with the UN Global Compact (UNGC), the
world’s largest corporate citizenship initiative, consisting of thousands of operational business ...
Arinma Holdings Committed to become a partner of the UN Global Compact
ON Semiconductor marked two years as a Signatory to the United Nations (UN) Global Compact. As
a UN Global Compact Signatory, ON Semiconductor participates alongside other global ...
ON Semiconductor Affirms Commitment as a United Nations Global Compact Signatory
She works in the governance for health and marketisation of health and supporting organisations in
Europe and Africa.
Top 40 under 40: Juliana Nantaba, 31, global health
Krystsina Tsimanouskaya, the Belarus sprinter who was almost kidnapped from the Tokyo Olympics
by her own trainers, has spoken out from inside the Polish embassy in Japan where she is holed up.
Belarus sprinter calls for sanctions against Olympic trainers
According to a report on activities of curbing corruption and Nigeria’s corruption index, Nigerians
are getting sensitised and becoming aware of their ...
Combating corruption in Nigeria challenging, achievable —Report e
Cashew Watch Ghana (CWG), a civil society organisation, has been inaugurated to champion the
growth and development of the cashew industry in the country.
New civil society inaugurated to revolutionize the nation’s cashew sector
Women’s groups, health experts and civil society groups have written to the President of India
raising concerns and opposing the Draft Uttar Pra ...
Civil Society Groups Write to President Opposing Population Control Bill
Vitaly Shishov, who ran the Belarusian House group in Ukraine's capital Kiev, was found hanged in a
park near his house on Tuesday, having gone missing the day before while out for a jog.
Belarus sprinter: Activist found 'murdered' in Kiev as she holes up in Polish embassy
Can you imagine a world without mining? The US Geological Survey Bulletin bluntly claimed in a
1983 issue that “without mining, there is nothing”. Even those who are now striving to get us out of
the ...
A world without mining
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People do not realize how deep Black fashion history is,” says Brandice Daniel, founder of Harlem’s
Fashion Row. Now museums are under pressure to exhibit that history fully.
Why are Black Designers Missing From Museum Fashion Exhibits?
Businessman and civil rights activist, Mr. Mawuli Korsi Senyo, has been appointed as a member of
the Global Council of the Chartered Institute of Leadership, Education and Development (CILED),
USA.
Korsi Senyo appointed to CILED Global Council and Country Director for Ghana
True to its name, Brew Tea Co also emphasises the importance of the brewing process itself. To
really get the most out of your cuppa, you've got to have the right kit.
Brew Tea Co is Rethinking Not Only What You Drink but How You Drink it
Part of the series of retrospective articles celebrating this month’s ten year anniversary of. Sue
Whitbread talks to experts from a range of dif ...
The changing world of investment | Ten Year Retrospective
The highly controversial issue of the abolition of the death penalty is one that has in the past few
years, elicited debates between human rights practitioners and the Government. While there are ...
As Governor, Aregbesola Didn’t Sign One Death Warrant’
Families across the globe are increasingly unable to access and afford a diet needed for a healthy
life due to loss of income, price increases and disruption in food and health care systems. In many
...
Nutrition must be a key focus of the global response to the pandemic
Having a good government is Singapore’s greatest strength but also its greatest vulnerability,
because it is a single point of failure, the country’s central bank chief said. Ravi Menon, managing
...
For society to mature, Singaporeans shouldn’t rely too much on Government to solve
problems, says MAS chief
Rio Tinto has committed $2.4 billion to the Jadar lithium-borates project in Serbia, one of the world’s
largest greenfield lithium projects. The project remains subject to receiving all relevant ...
Rio Tinto commits funding for Jadar lithium project
But a growing number of scholars are raising concerns about abuse of the term 'decolonizing' and
arguing for greater reflection on what the DGH movement is and what it should be ...
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